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About This Game

Arcade Spirits, a romantic visual novel, follows an alternate timeline set in the year 20XX where the 1983 video game crash
never occurred. After a turbulent work history, you are granted employment at the Funplex, a popular arcade, home to a host of
unique personalities and customers. Where will this new-found employment take you? Who will you meet along the way? Will

you find the romance you're seeking?

Design your own character from the ground up - pronoun, hairstyle, skin tone, hair color, eye color and more are
completely customizable and are reflected throughout the game in both gameplay and artwork!

With roleplaying-based choices, you will be able to grow your personality and relationships in any way you desire;
Friendship, Platonic or something more intimate! Work hard and build the relationship you desire with a total of seven
romanceable characters!

The Identity Identifier System, or IRIS, can track your relationship statuses with all characters throughout Arcade Spirits
as well as your personality traits, from Quirky, Steady, and Kindly, to Gutsy and Basically.
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Everything you choose in Arcade Spirits, from your relationships to your personality, your crisis management moments,
and a myriad other decision will have an effect on the future of your arcade!
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Title: Arcade Spirits
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Fiction Factory Games
Publisher:
PQube Limited
Release Date: 12 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz Intel or AMD Processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX or OpenGL compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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I like the game. It is a complex story presented almost perfectly. I have an issue with the premise of the game, but that has
nothing to do with its playability. The story, the dialog, the procession of knowledge throughout the game is excellent. There is
virtually no time spent wondering about what you should be doing. Many want to compare this to Kathy Rain. I thought Kathy
Rain was confusing. Whispers of a Machine is never confusing. I have played through it 4 times now, but haven't reached 100%
Achievements. I will before I am satisfied. I don't say that about most games. Definitely recommended.. An amazing little train
simulator that's well worth the money, simple to play if you want, or challenging, your choice. Hopefully the author will do well
with this on Steam and hire a graphics artist to put in some night and weather environments which would free up time to do new
routes, countries, trains......the sky's the limit. A+. I tried this game in the sale and I really liked it. There are a lot of things to
discover in this game what I didn't expect when I bought it! This can be really fun if you have a few friends to play it with, but if
you want to play with just random people, there aren't really any servers. I would really recommend this game if you have a few
friends to play with!. quot;I kinda like this game.". At least on my Mac, unplayable – ‘point-and-click’ is no point, when ‘click’
does have no effect. Alas, the characters are cute.. Very cool, hopefully more exhibits will continue to be added. Thank you for
your hard work on this project, Finn Sinclair.. This game is hard but it doesn't make you angry at all.It has some elements of
parkour and some from fighting games.The story isn't anything much interesting but it gives the idea that our character is crazy
at the same time that it gives the idea that he is 100% aware of the real world.It was an overall great experience.7\/10..
Purchased the Microsoft RTS Collection: Age of Empires/Age of Mythology/Rise of Nations and dont have the rise of raja
DLC
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EDIT: Heres the content of the previous negative review. I've heard some of these issues have been fixed but I havent had the
time to try them out yet. Update pending, please disregard for now

Short version. RTS elements are minimal.

I'm leaving it as negative because there isnt a "meh" option and because I wish there more more RTS elements. I'd suggest
waiting for more content since its in early access.

EDIT: This was fixed no longer earn xp and unlock stuff in training mode.. listen not to the nay sayers this is a good game.
worth the price.
and the DLC is somehow not very game changing which is a good thing.. Must... make... blooms.... Really like the style,
especially the music... reminds me of DJ SHADOW'S early stuff but with a mega Tokyo / Blade Runner feel: I really can't
congratulate the 'Music Meister' enough on the ambience of the game, it's absolutely spot on.
Very addictive game play and suprisingly versatile character, don't be fooled by the blocky graphics this is a challenge and a
rewarding one at that.
It's strange for me to like a retro style title like this as much as I do but it's just so f' good!
If you like Blade runner, Manga, DJ Shadow and plenty of ott violence... this will do nicely.. Although the game's not entirely
bad, there's a few issues with how the physics work. Some of the missions are hampered by the game's own mechanics.. I like
world war 2, so i like this game. Umm...what is this? Its ok. but it is more of a ''Do I have tooo?" game. I wouldn't recommend it
but YOLO. SOO IDK. Its comical but soo strange.

Arcade Spirits Demo Update for 8/30/2018:
This small update adds two new features:

1. Animated backgrounds! The arcade lights pulse and glow, the crane machine moves up and down, city lights blink on and off.
You can adjust the speed of these animations from the Preferences menu, keeping them slow and subtle, or making them fast
and lively -- or turning them off completely.

2. Added visual examples of our three UI styles to the Preferences menu (Neon, Pixel, Basic). This option was always here, we
just didn't have a good quick reference for what each of them meant.. Help Ashley Find Her Voice!:
For those waiting to hear about open casting calls for Arcade Spirits, the time has come! Ashley Wolf, dedicated cosplayer and
floor attendant for Francine's Arcade Funplex, needs your help!Are you a voice talent who thinks they have what it takes to help
Ashley express her love of cosplay, arcade games, and weekend bingo night fiestas? Let's find out.
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THE RULES ARE AS FOLLOWS! Any audition not following these rules exactly will be ignored and left behind,
dwindling towards the horizon while sad piano music plays.

AUDITIONS ARE DUE BY: Friday, October 26th 12:00pm PST
THIS IS A NON-UNION GIG
AUDITIONS SHOULD BE SENT TO: arcadespiritscasting@gmail.com
You must have a home studio, a quiet space to record, and the ability to capture and send your audio. Don't worry
about cleaning it up. We'll take care of that.
The audition dialogue you need to record can be found in this document: Ashley's Dialogue[www.arcadespirits.com]!
(It has minor spoilers, so only read if you want to read for the part.) It includes two small scenes, and a number of short
emotional reaction lines.
Files should be recorded in 48k / 16 bit and delivered as .mp3s. You can create one file for the whole audition, no need
to split it up.
If doing multiple takes (MAX 2), record the script fully then the script fully again after.
STATE YOUR NAME (Just say your name at the beginning of your audition in your normal tone of voice)
Please label your file like this: Ashley_YourFirstnameLastname.mp3
Some of the dialogue will be fully spoken, some will be quick emotional reactions (similar to games such as Octopath
Traveler, Dream Daddy, and Fire Emblem) that go along with the text on the screen.
The gig will pay $200 an hour with a 2 hour minimum. This means that if you land this and then rock the session and
it only takes you an hour, we will still be paying for 2 hours of your time. We may cast you for a background role as
well.

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask. Break a leg! Looking forward to hearing it!As for all the other characters
of Arcade Spirits, the ones we've already cast... we'll have news for you of who's who and what's what in the weeks ahead. Keep
an eye on Twitter and get ready for some fun!. Arcade Spirits v1.02:
Welcome to Arcade Spirits v1.02! We've added a big feature, changed a few things, and fixed up a bunch of minor issues along
the way...

 The Home Arcade Documentary is now available from the Prizes menu! This interactive documentary hosted by Naomi
explains how you (yes, you!) can build or buy your own multi-purpose arcade machine and really get your game on!
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 Modified one of Percy's endings to add some ambiguity. (Mouseover to reveal this spoiler if you've already finished the
game...) It felt too punishing to have him simply die if you didn't befriend him. Our game promotes positivity and this
stuck out weirdly. Now, it's simply left ambiguous. Enjoy your retcon!

 By popular demand, added Pizza Facts to the end of each episode! Thank you for subscribing to Pizza Facts!

 Adjusted the 'Basic' style user interface for improved readability and accessibility.

Minor fixes:

Fixed a crash when using "They" pronouns and dating Naomi.

Fixed more instances of QueenBee's costume being incorrect.

Fixed unlockable Juniper image to the main menu extras.

Fixed Mateo's full name being misspelled in Level 03.

Adjusted some language for sensitivity.

Improved comedic timing on some lines.

Simplified Iris's initial explanation of Fist of Discomfort.

. Arcade Spirits v1.03:
Welcome to Arcade Spirits v1.03! It's a minor patch, as we seem to be quite stable now; just doing some little tweaks and tunes
to keep things smooth. I've been watching streams to figure out where our trouble spots are, and anywhere I can improve the
text without changing story elements, I'm happy to do so.

PATCH NOTES

 Adjusted narration at the start of Level 02 to flow better with your characterization in Level 01.

 Adjusted the Gavin / QueenBee scene in Level 05 a little if you're on the Power of Friendship path.

 Various typos fixed. Let us know if you spot any others!

. Voice Acting For Arcade Spirits!:
Good news, everyone! We’re adding voice acting to Arcade Spirits! It’s our number one requested feature by far, something
people kept coming up to us at conventions asking about. And now that we’ve got it in the works, I feel confident talking about
this new feature with you all!
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How about some Q&A about this new feature? Yeah. Let’s pull up a chair and straddle it from behind while turning our ball cap
to a jaunty angle so we can rap, kids.

How will acting in the game work, given all the customization options?

We’re using a couple stellar games as our model for this — Octopath Traveler, Danganronpa, Dream Daddy, Fire Emblem.
Instead of voicing every single line (which let’s be honest, would cost us a fortune) we’re voicing key emotional moments in
every “level” or chapter of the game. Outside those moments, you’ll hear brief emotional reactions (“Yes!” “Woohoo!”
“Hrmmm…” “I don’t know.”) to ensure you’re still getting some of that juicy voice flavor in every bite.

How many characters will have voices?

Fifteen of ’em. The core cast, of course, as well as any secondary character that keeps coming back in the story. And a few fun
surprises.

Who has been cast so far? Can I be in the game? Please?

Alas, can’t tell you. The casting process is ongoing. We may also have an open casting future in the weeks ahead, so keep an eye
out for details — no need to contact us ahead of time, we’ll be sure to let you know when it starts. Gotta be vague here because
this is a work in progress and I don’t want to promise anything just yet.

I don’t like voices in my visual novels!

That’s fine! If you’re a streamer who wants to do the voice-over on your own, there’ll be a volume slider for voices, just like
everything else in the game. You can turn it down or turn it off at any time. And if you leave it on it should automatically “duck”
the volume of our amazing music a bit, so you can clearly hear the voices. In addition, you can leave the emotional quips and
reactions in, while turning off the fully-acted lines if that’s what you prefer.

Will the demo be updated with voices?

We might update it with the short emotional reaction lines, but the demo’s dialogue script doesn’t have any fully voiced scene
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content since it’s using a time compressed / specialized chunk of the main game.

When is Arcade Spirits releasing?!

We’ve got a target in mind, but again, we don’t like to promise anything until we’re totally sure. It’s not fair to you if we make
mistakes. We’ll have an announcement for this in future, though, we promise! You won’t miss it.

Oh, hey, while I’m here, what’s going on with the Patreon?

October is the last month of our Patreon. Thanks to everyone who’s been supporting us along the way! Anyone who contributes
$25 or more over the lifetime of the project (including October) will get a few final beta versions, and a final release copy of
the game. If you want to get in on that as a new player, you can! Just join with a “monthly” donation of $25, then cancel it a day
later. We charge up front, so it’ll count! Or you can wait for the full release, that’s cool too. It’s up to you.

Regardless… thanks for being a part of Arcade Spirits. All of you. If you’re reading these words, you’re down the rabbit hole
with us, and we welcome you. Let your friends know about Arcade Spirits, get the word out. The more successful we are, the
more likely we can keep this ball rolling well into the future!. Welcome to the world of Arcade Spirits!:
Hello, hello! Stefan here, co-author and project manager (oooh, official sounding) for Arcade Spirits. Thanks for dropping by.
And thanks to our publisher PQube for helping us get to this point! Everybody reading these words just earned a few free
tokens.

We'll be using the announcement space here for weekly development updates, typically every Monday -- inside looks into the
game's development, all leading up to our 2019 release. Hope you enjoy them! Follow, wishlist, like, share, subscribe, smash
that bell, all the usual stuff so you can stay on top of all things Arcade Spirits-y.

Thank you so much for your support. Good times are ahead!. Streetlight People / Headlines From 20XX:
Apologies, forgot to upload last week's dev blog -- and it was a doozy, so let's make sure we don't pass it completely! I'll roll last
week and this week into one post.

Today we're talking about the new animated backgrounds we're adding, one of which you can see in our updated demo. Nearly
every single background in the game is animated, adding lighting effects and other subtle animation cues. Little things that bring
the otherwise static images to life.

Today, let’s go over three scenes, and how they’ll be different under the new animation. First, we’ll look at the Funplex.
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The Funplex has three main effects going on. The first, and most commonly used across all the revamped backgrounds, are
glowing elements glowing brighter than before, with the extra glow fading in and out softly. It’s almost impossible to see unless
you’re looking for it, but adds some life to the scene. next, the prize game at the bottom left has a shifting color scheme, to
reflect the lights inside the game changing colors. Finally, there’s a simple animation of the UFO Catcher crane lowering and
raising.

Next let’s go to Flotsam Beach, home of the Obligatory Beach Episode Where Everybody Wears Sexy Swimsuits.
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The streetlights (in the niiiiiiiight) pulse, in a bit more obvious a fashion as this is an old Mid-Atlantic beach town under
disrepair. Similarly, some of the tube lights in the arcade will flicker, showing the double tube bulbs before turning back on full
strength. I considered a cloud animation, since the clouds animate during the daytime scene, but figured the lighting was more
important.

Finally, let’s look at a scene from later in the game, which I won’t spoil beyond showing you this vague imae of a run-down
arcade...
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Lots of stuff going on here — glitched out game screens, pulsating neon lights, error codes, and more. It’s a flashier scene, to be
sure.

“But wait!” you might say, as I’m pouring the gasoline and getting the match ready. “What if I don’t want to be distracted by
fancy background effects? Also, put down the matches, please.”

Not a problem! We've revamped the Preferences menu. Not only did we improve the ‘Style’ option to show you what each of
our three UI styles looks like, but we added an option for the background animations. It defaults to Slow, which should provide
ambiance without being distracting — but you can turn them Off completely, or even make them Faster if you want something
flashy and fun! It’s up to you.

As we finish up the story and start polishing up the game, we’ll have more new features to show you — including a pretty big
one which we’re not ready to talk about yet. Let’s just say there’s a reason I had to crop down the Preferences screen…

Okay, with the technical stuff aside, let's do some goofy shenanigans next.

I like world building. Hey, who doesn't? And frankly I've been wanting to do more world building for 20XX, the timeline in
which Arcade Spirits takes place, where the video game crash of 1983 never happened. How are things different? How are
things the same? Let's find out.
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Not sure if these are canon or not -- we'll know if we end up selling so well that a sequel becomes a good idea. So hey, if you
want more... y'all know what to do. Spread the word!

Introducing THE (entirely fictional) 20XX TIMES, an (entirely fictional) Newspaper From The Year 20XX.

--- President Mitchell Embroiled In New Emulation Controversy – Tweets Focus on "No Hot Sauce Collusion"

New allegations have risen regarding President Billy Mitchell's most recent high score submission to Twin Galaxies for Donkey
Kong. Independent investigators have verified that his video evidence was created using MAME emulation, thus negating his
score.

When pressed for a comment, President Mitchell instead focused on another scandal facing the White House, concerning illegal
campaign contributions made by a hot sauce manufacturer from Georgia. Sources say that he was encouraged to divest his own
hot sauce company prior to election as President in exchange for a sizable campaign contribution, filtered through numerous
individuals.

Twin Galaxies has struck President Mitchell's score from the record books pending a complete investigation. The White House
has issued no comment, although press secretary Roy Shildt stated that President Mitchell remains adamant that any reports of
falsified scores are “fake news” from “dishonest scoreboards.”

--- Nintendo to Announce the Nintendo PlayStation-U Pro, With Features Similar to Atari XLX

Sources close to Sony of Japan say that an announcement is just around the corner regarding a new release of the Nintendo
PlayStation-U, dubbed the “PlayStation-U Pro,” which will have both advanced 3-D capabilities and better support for
consumer-grade CRT televisions for full backwards compatibility with classic titles.

Critics have long lambasted Nintendo for having a distinct lack of backwards compatibility with still-hot retro titles and eSports
standards, forcing players to re-purchase barely upgraded remasters of classic titles if they wanted to move forward to the next
iteration of Nintendo hardware. Meanwhile, their primary competitors in Atari and Sega have maintained twenty-plus years of
backwards compatibility, able to read and play any discs from earlier consoles through embedded hardware or emulation.

“Nintendo thinks they deserve the attention of gamers, just because they beat everyone to optical media back in the 90s,” an
alleged source within Atari posted on Facewall today. “And don't get me wrong, the Nintendo-Sony partnership really moved the
whole industry forward. But they did so at the expense of supporting home ports of arcade classics. Atari believes in game
preservation, and will always maintain full backwards compatibility.”

While many game developers have pushed for adoption of HDTV for higher resolutions and crisper images, a counterpush by
gamers for CRT support in order to properly display older titles was embraced two generations ago by Atari and Sega, resulting
in the multi-monitor setups common today.

--- Exidy Partners with Gottleib For New “Indiecading” Push

With the rising trend of bespoke arcade games crafted by independent video game developers, it was only a matter of time
before one of the big names sat up and took notice. In this case, two mid-tier players in the arcade scene are teaming up to scoop
up the rights to mass-distribute several indie titles, under the “Indiecading” name.”

“Exidy has always pushed forward with innovative new gaming experiences,” explained CEO Paula Westenbach. “Together with
Gottleib, we believe we can get a wider exposure for these great titles. No longer will you have to go to a smaller arcade to enjoy
these amazing games – we'll be in Deco's Palace, DisneyQuest, and several other major chain arcades.”

Exidy-Gottleib are currently in negotiations for the rights to Magical Moon Cuties, the hottest independent title on the scene. If
all goes well, we can expect to see this game in an arcade near you within the next fiscal quarter.

--- OpEd: MicroPlay To Unveil Revolutionary New Ultra-Responsive Arcade Joystick; Snake Oil or The Next Big Thing?
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Here we go again, folks – another company claiming to have the next big thing in arcade hardware. MicroPlay, a recently
formed mash-up of the decaying corpses of FunWare and Sinneslöschen, have announced their first commercial product, a new
“psi-responsive” joystick.

According to Cooper Technologies, the parent company which bought out what was left of those two once-slightly-better-than-
mediocre companies, this new joystick will “use bio-electric feedback to read the user's intentions, providing unparalleled
responsiveness in arcade gaming.” So basically it reads your mind. Through your hand. Meaning... why tap the joystick at all, if
it's just going to predict what you want to do based on your thoughts?

Yyyeah, I'm thinking this is yet another flop from Cooper Technologies. From my research, only ONE tech initiative of theirs
has gotten past the investment stage – remember the Phantom Console, which ended up basically being a phantom? That was
them. They also had a large market share in the technology behind the Nintendo 32x, that abysmal add-on. About the only thing
they've ever done which went anywhere was “Iris,” a dime-a-dozen virtual assistant with extremely limited capabilities and a
heavy-handed sponsorship by PizzaYums. But hey, she's cute, and people like cute apps, so...

I've said it before, and I'll say it again – arcades are driven by highly short-lived gimmicks, but ultimately are ruled by classic
titles that bring people back time and again. All sorts of gimmicks have come and gone, including force feedback, and virtual
reality. (Although recent moves by the Oculus-Ouya partnership suggest they may be taking a run at that cheeseball 90s helmet-
and-gloves idea again.) So I wouldn't expect much of anything from these supposed telepathic joysticks.

Besides, with Fist of Discomfort expected to move on to optional USB controllers with its forthcoming iteration, who really
needs built-in control innovation? Just bring your favorite input device to your local arcade, and ha
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